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"An Extraordinary Change": Labor Data Reveals Shocking Drop In 
Workplace Attendance Following Vax Campaign

by Tyler Durden, Tuesday, Mar 21, 2023 - 05:00 PM

Last we heard from former Blackrock portfolio manager Ed Dowd and his deep-dive partners at Phinance Technologies, the rate of Serious 
Adverse Events reported during Covid-19 vaccine trials closely tracked a spike in disabilities reported following the vaccine's official rollout. In
their latest analysis, Dowd and crew use data from the Bureau of Labor Statistcs (BLS) to reveal a shocking spike in both employee 
absence and lost worktime rates, which they believe is due to vaccines - either from primary vaccine injuries, or because of weakened 
immune systems due to the jab, and not long covid caused by the virus itself.

Via Phinance Technologies
"It’s not a stretch to conclude from this data that the vaccines
are causing death, disabilities & injuries due to a degradation
of individuals' immune system," Dowd says. "The rate of
change is not explained by the long Covid trope. Ask yourself
where is funding for such studies?". For those who want to dive
right in to the analysis, follow the below links:
Part 1 - Overview of the Data
Part 2 - Analysis of Absence rates
Part 3 - Analysis of Lost Worktime rates

For the cliffs notes version, Dowd has dropped the following
Twitter thread summarizing their analysis: In 2022 the absence
rate was 11 sigma above trend & the worktime lost rate in
2022 was 13 sigma from trend. This is a very strong signal. —
Edward Dowd (@DowdEdward) March 17, 2023 - Lost worktime
rates have grown substantially since 2019. In 2022, lost
worktime rates were 50% higher, an extraordinary change
representing a large economic loss of productivity. 
pic.twitter.com/GMhZv2OFJi - — Edward Dowd
(@DowdEdward) March 17, 2023

And for those who fell asleep in statistics class; For those who
don’t understand sigma or standard deviation this normal
distribution can tell you how rare 11 and 13 sigma events
are. The right and left tails of the distribution are 3 sigma. 
pic.twitter.com/XZ7tlosJZ8 - — Edward Dowd (@DowdEdward) 
March 17, 2023. As one commenter notes, data from the UK
reveals that firms are coming under increased pressure due to 
rising staff sickness, particularly among those over the age of
50. More to come next week...

Injuries & lost worktime. Disability. Deaths. 3 buckets of cost. 
The total cost to the US economy will be multiples of the the US
revenues generated by $PFE [Pfizer, Inc.] & $MRNA [Moderna,
Inc]. When the truth comes out & it will…I predict by 2026 both
companies won’t be listed on any stock exchanges. — Edward
Dowd (@DowdEdward) March 21, 2023. Dowd explained his
views how he reacted to the pandemic to Tucker Carlson. Now
he, and his partners, spend their time poring through data to
shine a light on harsh realities. .@DowdEdward: "This Has Been
a War". "The people who have died from COVID, vaccine
deaths, and early treatment denial is greater than all the
world wars we've experienced as a nation. ... It's much
larger than World War II, World War I, Vietnam War, Korean War — this has been a… https://t.co/C7KuXg80W9 
pic.twitter.com/1gBLDcnKCz — The Vigilant Fox  (@VigilantFox) 🦊 March 20, 2023.

Ed Dowd: "What Has Happened to Our Country Is the Most Awful Thing That Could Ever Be Imaginable"@DowdEdward was mentally 
inclined to run around in a loincloth and live in the jungle because he was so disgusted with vax mandates.@TuckerCarlson: "Why are you 
not afraid?"… https://t.co/yCnCZCtv3i pic.twitter.com/FKcVUbpiyn — The Vigilant Fox  (@VigilantFox) 🦊 March 20, 2023
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